
Serial Killahs 

When my predecessor, Gordon Baum, and I hosted a talk radio show in 
St. Louis from the 1990s until the early 2000s, we did NOT pull any 
punches when it came to black crime, black illegitimacy, unparalleled 
black welfare participation, or the comparatively low IQs of blacks.  This 
often prompted death threats from angry blacks.  When death threats 
failed to silence us, they would call up the show and throw ludicrous 
"facts" at us that were absurd on their face. 

One of the "statistics" they often used was the fabrication that "most 
serial killers are white."  This never made much sense to intelligent 
whites because blacks lead the known universe in murder statistics, and 
it was highly unlikely they wouldn't be equally prominent in statistics 
involving serial murderers.  Gordon's inspired response was that since 
black criminals tend to be "nightcrawlers," their crimes are less likely to 
be witnessed by others and often go undetected.   

The source for their stat was the FBI after Hillary Clinton was finished 
castrating it.  However, in contrast to the FBI, I actually took the trouble 
to investigate this question and compiled a long list of black serial killers 
who were often intentionally ignored by the Jews' Media and other 
disreputable entities like the Southern Prevarication Lie Center.  (Found 
under the Reference Tab, above, on the CofCC Homepage at 
Conservative-Headlines.org or cofcc.us.) 

The 2023 Annual Report on Serial Killer Statistics by Redford University 
and Gulf Coast University demonstrate that the majority of serial 
murderers in the U.S. are blacks.*  Even though blacks are only 13 
percent of the U.S. population, they still represent a majority of all serial 
killers in this country.  The following are some of the key findings by this 
on-going study: 



#1  Since 1990, the majority of U.S. serial killers were Black (50.9 %,)  
followed by White (36.3 %), Hispanic (10.6 %), Asian (1.9 %), and Native 
American (0.4 %).   
 
#2  In every decade, the percentage of black serial killers exceeds the 
percentage of blacks in the U.S. population.  
 
#3  The percentage of black serial killers in the United States has 
steadily increased across the decades from a low of 17 % in the 1920s 
to over 57 % in the 2010s. 
 
This study is a vindication of Phyllis Schlafly's wry observation that 
ordinary people know 20 years in advance what it takes social scientists 
decades to prove empirically, and then only after extensive study.  
That's not a criticism of these researchers or their valuable study:  it's 
just one of those seeming paradoxes that are often found in this 
dishonest age in which we live. 
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* (Michael G. Aamodt, Ph.D; Terence Leary, Ph.D;  & Senthil 
Girimurugan, Ph.D.  "Annual Report on Serial Killer Statistics: 2023.")  
  
 
 
  
 


